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Harlingen
President’s
Message

ByRichard
David N.
Currey
Louvet

Bits and pieces of this article may have appeared in
other articles. It's impossible for each article to be
completely unique, because after all, many things
are related with other things. The article is mostly
written in the past tense based on my recollections,
but Harlingen of course still exists today.

lier, with the exception that most of the engine facilities were gone. The yard tracks were still there, as
well as several receiving tracks on the east side of
the yard. I believe there was still a small car repair
shop, but it was not much more than a covered shed
and small building.

Harlingen was located on the southern third of the
Kingsville Division, about 25 miles from Brownsville. It was situated at the junction with the Mission Subdivision, which extended about 25 miles to
the west to Mission (as a subdivision mainline) and
another 33 miles to Rio Grande City (as an industrial lead).

I remember the wye having been described to me as
a big wye, and “you have to go all around through
the town”. I looked on Google Maps, and it doesn't
look anything like I remember it. I looked in
Google Earth (1950), and it's a bit different from
now, and possibly could be thought of in the manner he told me, as one leg of the wye went around
between various industries and businesses, but it is
still not what I remember. Sometimes memories are
incorrect, I suppose.

The Mission Subdivision once provided a flood of
produce from the farms that populate the entire
southern tip of the state. All kinds of produce were
produced (sic), especially citrus fruits. The subdivision was dotted with numerous produce companies
that packaged up vegetables and fruit for shipment
north, but none of that is shipped out by rail anymore—only by truck. A few of these would receive
a box of boxes (sic) now and then, but that would be
about it.
In fact, Harlingen was pretty much the nexus of
what once was called the Spiderweb. The Spiderweb was a network of Missouri Pacific east-west
lines with interconnecting north-south lines that
covered a big part of The Valley, but most of which
were gone by the time I worked for the Mop in the
early eighties. Back in the fifties you could have
meandered around the Spiderweb on a switch engine for a couple of days trying to see every track.
Freight cars from these lines were marshaled at
Harlingen.
By the early eighties when I was on the railroad, the
yard there was still much as it had been decades ear-

At the peak of the railroad's business while I was
working, which was in the early eighties just before
the recession, Harlingen sported three traveling
switch engines. Even with the drop-off in business
that happened when the recession hit, it's hard for
me to imagine there being enough business to support that many switchers, but I guess there was.
And this was in addition to the Mission traveling
switch engine, which was the only job on the entire
Kingsville Division that was based off the Brownsville Subdivision mainline.
Harlingen was a two-railroad town. The Southern
Pacific swept across the Mop just north of the yard,
curved southeast to parallel the Mop the length of
the yard several blocks to the east, and then curved
due east to head on its round-about way down to
Brownsville. That line to Brownsville still exists all
the way to the junction with the new Brownsville
Port line, just east of where the new yard in
Brownsville is located.
(Continued on page 2)

Harlingen (cont.)
(Continued from page 1)

From looking on Google Maps, it seems apparent that
at least the west side of the yard at Harlingen (that
was used for classification) and perhaps the entire
yard has been turned over to the Rio Valley Switching operation, which operates the line to Mission, as
well as the remnant of the Spider Web down to Hidalgo, and a short segment of the ex-Southern Pacific
that runs up to Edinburg. Mission to Rio Grande City
is still operated by the Border Pacific Railroad (which
gets no closer to the Pacific Ocean than Rio Grande
City, Texas).
I remember one particular something in Harlingen
from my railroad days, but have been unable to verify
it. As I remember it, during my first visit to Harlingen, the old passenger station was across from the
yard, along the east side where the mainline was. I
remember it as being a wood structure, but it would
make more sense that it was a brick building like the
one still existing in Kingsville. It was being used as a
yard office. However, there was a later station built a
few blocks south of there where the highway to
Brownsville curved left along the tracks. It seemed
to have been about a 1940s type of architecture. I
now presume that it was built when the Valley Eagle
went into service in the late forties. They probably
spruced up the Brownsville station at the same time.
I saw this newer station when I was in training in
Brownsville, and drove by it. I didn't stop to look it
over, because I figured I'd have plenty of time later,
but I sort of forgot about it, and never gave it a look.
It was being used as a Trailways bus station at that
time. It's gone now, and Google Maps doesn't have
the slightest evidence of it having existed. I've
checked Google Earth from 1950, and the photo is
too blurry to recognize the functions of various structures. I'd welcome anybody who might be able to
confirm what I've written here, or to correct it.
Though not stationed in Harlingen, the Mission TSE
was really a satellite of Harlingen. The way the Mission TSE usually worked was to do some initial
switching in Mission, possibly including the small
Schlumberger plant, and perhaps even a run down to
the International Trade Center on the line to Hidalgo.
(Here's another case where my memory is evidently
wrong. I remember the line as ending at the Trade
Center with a bare abandoned roadbed south of there,

By David N. Currey

but Google Maps seems to indicate that it most assuredly extended all the way to Hidalgo, as there are
quite a few large rail served industries there with
many tracks and buildings looking like they've been
in service a long time.) If you are wondering how
extensive this Trade Center was, here is a detailed
description: a short track and gravel parking lot for
loading and unloading a couple of trucks. To me, the
name of that place was so outlandish it was something akin to calling a Class A high school football
stadium the “Cotton Bowl”. At some point, the engine would be run around the wye at Mission, which
still existed at the time, but is gone today, so it would
be pointed in the right direction for the trip to Harlingen.
Once all the work in Mission was completed, it
would head to Harlingen and switch about a half dozen businesses along the way, and arrive in Harlingen
with five to ten cars. The types of businesses included a grocery distributing warehouse, a metal recycling yard, several fruit packers (who received boxcars of boxes), the Texsun (or perhaps Big Tex)
Company (who received boxcars of boxes), a vegetable canning operation (who received boxcars of boxes), a frozen food company that shipped occasional
refrigerated reefers, and a box manufacturer (who
received boxcars of boxes). (I'm just joking about the
box manufacturer—no such business existed.) When
the train reached Harlingen, it would set its cars out
in the yard, run around the wye, get on its return cars
sitting in one of the other tracks, and then leave town
headed back to Mission. Once back at Mission, if
there was no high priority car needing to be spotted
somewhere, the train would tie up.
I recall eating lunch somewhere at a restaurant along
the tracks, but sometimes we probably ate in Harlingen. Oddly enough, one time while we were eating
lunch in that restaurant, a conductor dropped in with
his van full of caps and jackets and things he sold to
railroaders. How he knew we were there is a curiosity, as there would be no reason for him to be west of
Harlingen except for us. That same conductor later
was a vendor at our train shows held at the Catholic
church years ago, and perhaps a year or two up at the
Humble location. He's deceased now.
I only worked one or two of the Harlingen TSEs, and
(Continued on page 3)
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Harlingen (cont.)
(Continued from page 2)

have no real recollections of those jobs except
switching cars in the yard and one of which went occasionally down the now-abandoned Rio Hondo industrial lead to Rio Hondo, which included a crossing
at grade of the Southern Pacific complete with stop
signs. The SP line looked like it had been laid on the
ground without any ballast. I do remember a Mexican restaurant on the edge of downtown, though, that
served prototypical south Texas style Mexican food
that you can't get in Houston. My mouth waters just
thinking about it.
Today things are different in Harlingen. The UP
drops off and picks up cars in Harlingen, but all the
switching is handled by the local shortline. I was

By David N. Currey

down in Harlingen this past summer, and a UP freight
came into the yard from the south. It waited a while
before entering, like it had to get permission first and
be told what track to head down, and then it slowly
pulled into one of the receiving tracks on the east side
of the yard. While I was there, that was the only
thing going on, except for a guy in a pickup truck
who drove up on the north end of the yard, and got
out and lined a switch. Several Rio Valley Switching
locomotives were sitting around just idling. Nothing
seemed likely to happen immediately relative to that,
so I left to follow the old Mission Subdivision as far
as I could by supper time.
That's another story for some other time, so let's tie
this one up.

Ex-Mission Subdivision Looking West from Near
Harlingen Yard

Rio Valley Units Switching South End of
Harlingen Yard

Photo by David N. Currey

Photo by David N. Currey

Northbound UP Freight Setting Out Cars in
Harlingen Yard
Photo by David N. Currey
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The Colorado and Western Railroad

By Barry Bogs MMR with Brian Jansky

Behind the Bench Work
Seven Questions with Barry Bogs MMR
How long have you been into Model Railroading?
Life Long
How did you get into the hobby?
Since my parents got me a plastic pull train at the age of 2.
Did you have any previous layouts before this one?
My previous G scale layout at my other house on the West side of Houston was very much like the layout
I have now, except only six hundred square feet and was DC and narrow gauge only. I had many HO layouts growing up as a kid until My Dad built a train room for me that was about two hundred square feet. I
learned how to scratch build turnouts and some rolling stock.
My current layout is just an improvement over my first G scale layout. As I build things from scratch, the
new pieces replace stand in purchased items. I am always looking to upgrade the railroad with scale and
unique items.
What interests you in your prototype?
My first trip to Colorado in 1969 was a ride on what is now the Durango and Silverton NG RR. We also
visited Promontory Point for the one hundred year anniversary of the Transcontinental RR. Everything I
saw on that trip made a large impact on my decision to model Colorado RRs.
Anybody or any layouts inspire you?
John Allen and Gil. I first saw Gil’s layout in 1972. I went home and dreamed about his layout every night
for a week!
What is your favorite part of the hobby?
The people in the hobby and scratch building locomotives.
Is there anything else you would like to share?
For me, model railroading is a very creative hobby that I enjoy sharing with others. If I have enough time
and resources, I feel like I can build whatever that I want. Building new equipment that has never been
done before is a challenge that I enjoy. I would not want to do it for a living, but it is fun to do when I have
the time.
Of all the achievements in my life, the one I am most proud of is the title of "Master Model Railroader" in
1992; I was the youngest at age 34 to achieve it and the first one to make it totally in G scale. I hope my
continued modeling still holds up the title of MMR.
(Continued on page 5)
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The Colorado and Western Railroad (cont.)

By Barry Bogs MMR with Brian Jansky
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The Colorado and Western Railroad (cont.)

By Barry Bogs MMR with Brian Jansky
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Summer Camp Opportunities for Young Railroad Enthusiasts
Rosenberg Railroad Museum
Education Programs – Summer 2015

Model Railroad Camp
Expert Model Railroader Russell Straw and Dan Martin
will guide students in construction of an N Scale diorama
complete with structures, greenery, cars, tracks and train.
Student will take home his/her project.
Junior Model Railroad Camp (Now offering 2 sessions)
Date: June 9th -12th or July 7th – 10th - 2:00p.m.-4:30 p.m.
Ages: 6-8 years old
Registration deadline: June 1
Cost: $80 for members and $85 for non-members. Limited
enrollment
Senior Model Railroad Camp (Now offering 2 sessions)
Date: June 16th -19th or July 14th – 17th - 2:00 p.m.-4:30
p.m.
Ages: 9-12 years old
Registration deadline: June 1
Cost: $80 for members and $85 for non-members. Limited
enrollment
Girl Scouts:
Mystery Tea Party
Sunday, May 31st 1:00 – 4:00 pm.
Back by popular demand, Daisy and Brownie Girl Scouts
spend the day trying to find clues as to who stole Juliette
Gordon Lowe’s Pearl necklace while aboard the Quebec
(an 1879 Private Rail Car). Girls will enjoy a tea and complete a craft.
Cost: $20 members/$25 non members
Brownie Troops: Please call to arrange group tours and
earn one of the requirements of the Celebrating Community
badge. (281-633-2846)
Girl Power! Photography (for Girl Scouts and American Heritage Girls)
Wednesday, June 17th 10:00am-noon
Professional photographer Brandon Campbell will teach
photography techniques such as lighting, perspective and
the “Rule of thirds.” Upon completion of the class, Girl
Scouts will have met the requirements for the Junior Digital
Photographer badge. American Heritage Girls will have
met the requirements for the Explorer Photography badge.
Cost: $20 members/$25 non members

Cub Scouts – call to set up date/time (281-633-2846)
Tigers - the visit/tour of museum meets the 1g Go See It "go to library, historical society, museum… in your community. Discover how family life was the same and how it
was different many years ago."
Wolf - 4f "Visit an important place in your community,
such as a historic or government location. Explain why it
is important."
Bear - Tall Tales Achievement
Webelos – Work towards the Traveler pin -- Learn to use a
map, time table, plan a trip by rail, calculate cost per
mile.,,, learn about maps and symbols; safety precautions
when traveling.
Boy Scouts
Photography Merit Badge Wednesday, June 10th
(10:00am-12:00pm)
Professional photographer Brandon Campbell will teach
photography techniques such as lighting, perspective and
the “Rule of thirds.” Some pre-work will need to be completed along with this workshop to meet the requirements
of the Photography Merit badge.
Cost: $20 members/ $25 non-members
Railroading Merit Badge Sunday, June 28th (1:00 – 4:00
pm)
By earning this badge, Scouts can learn about the history of
railroading, its place in modern society, careers in railroading, and hobbies related to railroading. Completion of this
workshop will meet the requirements to earn the Railroading Merit badge.
Cost: $20 members/$25 non members
Pre-School Wig Wag Learning Series 10:30 am
Fridays in June (except June 12th) and Wednesdays in July
(except July 27th)
Come join us for our popular Wig Wag learning series!
These 90 minute sessions happen in June and July and they
include a story, craft, and fun activities for Pre-school kids
and their grown up. A Docent led tour is included in the
fun. Feel free to bring a bagged lunch and play on our
wooden play structure afterwards and watch the trains go
by! Space is limited and we fill up fast, so please call to
reserve your spot!
Cost : $7 per participating child and adult/$3 for each additional child for members
$9 per participating child and adult/$3 for each additional child for non members

Rosenberg Railroad Museum
www.rosenbergRRmuseum.org
281-633-2846
Program Director: Lisa Rickert
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Division 8
From the Division 8 Prez,
Well, Division 8 is back in the clinic business. On May 20th
we had our first clinic of the year, and it was well attended.
The topic was on DCC wiring.
There will be a location change for the next Division 8 Clinic
due to the depressed oil market. Odyssey Hobbies will be
closing by the time you read this. I would like to thank Bret
Walcott for his help with setting up the division clinic.
The new location for the June 20th clinic on ‘Graffiti of Railcars by Hand’ will be at 2114 Mossey Creek Drive in
Deer Park Texas. It is off of East Pasadena Blvd (take 225
Highway east to East Blvd and head South or turn
right till you get to E. Pasadena Blvd and turn right till
you get to Deerwood Dr., then turn right at the stop sign,
turn left onto Stoney Brook, turn right onto Shadow
Creek Dr., and then turn on the first street to the rightMossey Creek Drive. The address will be on the right.)
The clinician has said, "If you would like to give this a try,
we will have supplies there for you to work with. Please
bring your car to work on."
And now here is a copy of the handout from the last clinic on
May 20th.

By Ray Byer

no more than 25 feet. EasyDCC recommends a maximum of
14 feet. The maximum length for a power bus depends on the
wire size you use for your power bus.
Are there standards for bus wire size, color and/or labeling?
See attachment for bus wiring size. As for color and or labeling, use different color wire for your rail “A” and rail “B”
and between Power districts. And this will help with labeling.
Is it better to wire feeders directly to the power bus or is
it better to use connectors like terminal strips?
The minute your layout develops a mystery short, however,
you’ll need some way to break up the power distribution on
the layout to quickly isolate and locate the short. If your entire layout is all one big block with all feeder connections
soldered to the main bus, then localizing the short will be
very difficult. Breaking up the layout into power districts,
first and foremost, allows you to isolate shorts when they
occur and to quickly determine where the short is at. By connecting your track feeders to terminal strips instead of directly to the bus, all you need to debug a mystery short is a screw
driver: you can disconnect feeders until the short goes away.
If you’ve run feeders to every track section, then the instant
you disconnect a feeder and the short disappears, you will
know exactly what track section has the short!

DCC Wiring Common questions
Here are some of the more common questions I hear often
about doing layout wiring:
How do you decide how many booster districts you need?
It’s not the layout size in square feet or the length of the
mainline that dictates how many power districts and boosters
you’ll need. In fact, it’s the number of locos that you’ll be
using at one time and how many may be idling (think sound
locos) on the layout consuming residual power.
What size boosters are best: 3 amps, 5 amps, or 8 amps?
Boosters come in 3 amp, 5 amp, 8 amp, and 10 amp power
output ratings. Generally speaking, the 3A and 5A models
are for the smaller scales like S, HO, TT, N, and Z. The 8A
boosters can be used for HO, S, or O, and the 10A boosters
are mostly for O and G scales.
When selecting a booster, you want to get the smallest booster you can get by with because the larger power output
boosters cost more and when you have a short, the more amperage, the greater the chance of serious damage to your
equipment and track.
How do you decide where to locate your DCC boosters,
given that wire run length can be a concern?
Generally speaking, it’s best to keep command bus length to

Thank you for your time.
Ray Byer
Your Division 8 Prez.
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David N. Currey Honored
Bob Sabol presented David Currey
with an award at the May meeting.
The San Jac RR Club honored David
for his monthly professional articles
and dedication to the Derail. We appreciate his knowledge, passion, and
talent. His journalistic efforts have
proven both informative and entertaining and have added greatly to the
quality of the Derail each month.

Congratulations to the 2015 Pulitzer
Prize Winner in Explanatory Reporting,
David N. Currey!

Derail Article Submission Guidelines
We welcome all articles which will be of interest to our readers. If you would like to submit something, we have the
following requests.

Please indicate if the article is an original and if you are the author. If you are not the author, please indicate
where you received the information. Before we publish, we need to get the ok from its original source.

Pictures help add to articles. Please state who the photographer is and if we have permission to include the picture.

To give you proper author credit, please indicate how you want your name to appear. For example: Is it Robert or
Bob? Do you want a middle initial used? Etc.

Please save your article in Word using Times New Roman size 12 font and make the name of your article the file
name.

Please submit all information to both bsabol@stillmeadow.com and tbrogoitti@stillmeadow.com by the 15th of the
month before publication. We will do our best to include your submission in the next issue. Any additional notes
to us about the article or publishing requests can be made in the email when you attach your article and pictures.

Please limit each email to 10MB (with picture attachments) to ensure that the email servers will send and receive
them okay. You can submit your pictures over several emails or reduce the size of each picture to a medium resolution.
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April Minutes
Meeting minutes April 7, 2015
President Rex Ritz called the meeting to order at 7:00PM and
welcomed all. We had 2 visitors.
Dick Louvet announced this month's program by Dave/David
Peterson on virtual prototype modeling and operations. This
was mainly based on the “Trainz” software.
The Trainz program has been around since the 1990’s and
currently on version 12. It is made by a company based in
Australia.
There are 3 basic modules:
1) Content manager – builds your inventory
2) Surveyor – builds your railroad
3) Driver – operates your trains
All assets: cars, engines, buildings etc., are free to download.
You need to purchase a “first class ticket” to make downloading faster if you use it a lot.
You start by creating your geographical terrain, then build
track from a wide variety of styles. All this is done at 12” to
the foot scale. You can add functional trackside signals to
your right of way. You create your train consists and industries with cargo requirements and then “drive” trains in real
time with a cab simulator.
Individuals are adding new types of building, trestles, etc. all
the time to the vast library of “assets”.
You can do anything from manual train control to fully automatic operations.
You can “model” an exact prototype area of the world or
freelance your own world, or any combination in between.
The software cost is $79.95 which is very cheap once you see
all that is does.
This is basically the way to custom build, paint, and operate
your railroad empire without actually buying a single pc of
“material”.
Next month’s program will be by Rick Jones on the model
railroad club in California.
The minutes from last month were approved as published in
the Derail.
Treasurer's report, Gilbert Freitag:
Expenses: $1200.00 Train Show payouts to clubs/layouts
Income: none
Ending balance: $11,146.67

Gilbert Freitag

The Texas Franchise forms were also filed, then came back
for additional info, and then refilled. These are due May 15th
each year. We fall into the “no tax due” category since we
have a low income.
No money spent on either of these “taxes”.
Train Show 2015: There was a good wrap up report in the
last Derail. Bob Barnett has been chairing the show for about
10 years now. It is time to give Bob a break from this. Steve
Sandifer may consider moving into this roll.
LSR: No report
Division 8:
Ray Byer reported that the ballots were mailed and you can
scan or mail it back by April 15th.
The Chili Cook-off has been moved to The Sept/Oct
timeframe to coincide with the annual business meeting.
Clinics will start again next month at the Spring Creek barbeque 5/16/15 beginning at 11AM. See the Derail for more
details.
Narrow Gauge Convention, Sept 2-5, 2015:
Don Formanek reported they have 329 vendor tables, 75 clinics, display layouts, contest room, auction, and home layouts.
More volunteers are needed and those who do get free registration and a shirt.
Derail:
Last month was another good issue. Bob is still in need of
more articles. The 15th is the deadline for submissions.
Website:
Brian Jansky: The website has been down the last few days
due to hosting issues. Jim Lemmond and Dave Shaffer will
look into getting this resolved.
Yahoo Group: http://groups.yahoo.com/groups/SJMRRC
Old Business:
Bob Barnett discussed thoughts for next year’s train show:
-ideas to get more entries in the contest
-to have home layout tours or not
-Steve Sandifer discussed how some clubs judge member’s
modules “out loud” at their monthly meetings to let all better
understand what the judges are looking for in their scoring
process.
Refreshments were thanks to Bob Werre and Virginia Freitag. Next month will be Tom Bailey.
Meeting adjourned at 8:45 PM

The 2014 federal income taxes were filed for the club. We
showed a $970.70 loss this year. Most of which was due to
the purchase of the club projector.

Respectfully submitted,
Gilbert Freitag, Secretary / Treasurer
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May Minutes

Gilbert Freitag

Meeting minutes May 5, 2015
President Rex Ritz called the meeting to order at 7:00PM and
welcomed all. We had 3 visitors. Vice President Chuck Lind is
out for knee surgery, we all wish him a speedy recovery.
Rex introduced this month’s program by Rick Jones on the
model railroad clubs and layouts in Southern California. Please
excuse my spelling – no way did I get all these club names correct.
Rick showed photos of many layouts. The photos were from a
trip in 1996 so some of the layouts no longer exist today.
1) Belmont Shores Model RR Club, Near LA and Long Beach
HO scale, nice scenery
2) California Southern, Norwalk California
-was completely gutted in 1997 and started over from scratch
3) Citrus Empire Model RR – in the Fairfax fairgrounds
-O scale 2 rail; about 105’ x 25’
4) Glendale RR Club, HO Scale
5) Highland Park Society of Model Engineers
-located in a residential house and consumes all of it.
6) Great Lakes and Western RR by the LA Model RR Society
-very nice port scene; big oil refinery
7) Pasadena Model RR Club in LA
-Sierra Pacific Lines; HO scale; about 5000 square feet
-26 towns, named in alphabetical order
8) Pomona Valley Model RR Club
-no longer exists
9) San Diego Model RR Museum
-4 clubs with 5 layouts
-O scale, 2 rail & dual gauge
-HO scale
-HO scale, Bakersfield
-N scale
-O scale, 3 rail, Lionel
10) Santa Susanna Model RR Society
-in a freight house part of the train depot
11) Slim Gauge Guild, Pasadena, CA
-Hon3 – DRG & RGS; Sn3 – Colorado & Sierra
Thanks to Rick for the great “slide show” of all these empires.
The minutes from last month were somehow missing the first
2/3’s of the contents as published in the Derail. They will be
resubmitted for re-publishing in the next Derail. The report on
the Narrow Gauge 2015 Convention misstated that volunteers
get a free registration and a free shirt, instead it should have
stated they get a discounted registration and a free shirt.

The club received a $500.00 donation from Joyce Dannenbrink
in memory of Bob. Bob Barnett discussed ways we could put
this to good use. Ideas such a NMRA dues for a youth or a cash
prize for a model train car loads contest (Bob was very fond of
car loads). Contact Bob Barnett if you can think of any other
suggestions.
LSR: The upcoming convention on July 22-25 in Beaumont has
the website up. The clinic list is good. A tentative schedule is
posted. A Casino side trip is planned. Registration goes up to
$100 on June 8th. Online registration is working and you can
even pay with PayPal.
Division 8: Ray Byer reported a clinic will be at the Spring
Creek Barbeque 5/16/15 beginning at 11AM on DCC wiring.
The next clinic, June 20th will be at Odessey Hobbies on graffiti
on rolling stock.
Narrow Gauge Convention, Sept 2-5, 2015:
Approximately 200-300 people per day are expected to visit
layout owners on the home tours. Don Bozman needs at least 2
people to help him during his open house time slot. Please contact Robert Ashcraft or Don if you can help.
Derail: Last month was another good issue. Bob is still in need
of more articles. The 15th is the deadline for submissions.
Website: Brian Jansky: The website is back up and running. We
have a new website host as the leoslair became un-economical.
We will now be in charge of hosting it ourselves. The new url is
sanjacmodeltrains.org The new hosting company will charge
about $5/month. Send Brian an email if you know of any websites/links that have not been redirected to our new url and he
will try to get them updated.
Yahoo Group: http://groups.yahoo.com/groups/SJMRRC
New Business:
Bob Barnett reported that “HOOTERS” – (Houston Operators
Of Tiny Electric Railway Systems) will be in Houston this year,
the first weekend in November. This is one of the largest
“layout operation” events in the state. Robert Ashcraft is looking for operational layouts in the area to participate in the 3 day
event. People from Dallas, Tulsa, Baton Rouge, and Austin,
among others, will be in town to participate.
Randall Wilson reported there is a Train Show in the Temple
Museum from 9-9 this Saturday 5/9/15.

Treasurer's report, Gilbert Freitag:
Expenses: none
Income: $500.00 donation from Joyce Dannenbrink
Ending balance: $11,646.67

Refreshments were thanks to Tom Bailey and Virginia Freitag.
Next month will be Jim Hinds.

David Currey was recognized by Derail editor Bob Sabol as the
Pulitzer Prize Winner for Derail Articles. David is a regular
contributor of fine articles each month to the Derail.

General comments:
-Respectfully submitted,
Gilbert Freitag, Secretary / Treasurer

Meeting adjourned at 8:45 PM
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San Jac RR Club Meetings take place
the first Tuesday of each month
at 7pm

Bayland Community Center
6400 Bissonnet St. Houston,Tx
Click here for directions

Visitors are always welcome!

Next Meeting

Officers
President: Rex Ritz
icrex@yahoo.com
Vice-President: Chuck Lind MMR
chucklind46@gmail.com
Secretary/Treasurer: Gilbert Freitag
gilbertfreitag@att.net
Director at Large: Denny McGonigle
denny_mc@hotmail.com
Past President: Richard Louvet
rlouvet@att.net

TUESDAY, JUNE 2
“A Day in the Life of a
Railcar Maintenance Coordinator”

Derail Staff

by

Kelly Russell

Editor: Bob Sabol
bsabol@stillmeadow.com
Production: Terri Brogoitti
tbrogoitti@stillmeaow.com
Regular Contributors:
David Currey
texasandlouisiana@msn.com
Brian Jansky
brianj844@gmail.com

Refreshments:
Virginia Freitag (drinks)
Jim Hinds (cookies)

www.sanjacmodeltrains.org
Webmaster: Brian Jansky

Video Corner

“Big Boy 4014 Steam Train:
Headin' Home Tour"
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WRxKpiD_ntY
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